ABSTRACT DNA sequences capable of forming unusual secondary structures can be a source of genomic instability. In some cases that instability might be affected by transcription, as recently shown for the Z-DNA forming sequence (CG) 14 , which causes genomic instability both in mammalian cells and in bacteria, and this effect increases with its transcription. We have investigated the effect of this (CG) 14 sequence on transcription with T7 RNA polymerase in vitro. We detected partial transcription blockage within the sequence; the blockage increased with negative supercoiling of the template DNA. This effect was not observed in a control selfcomplementary sequence of identical length and base composition as the (CG) 14 sequence, when the purine-pyrimidine alternation required for Z-DNA formation was disrupted. These findings suggest that the inhibitory effect on T7 transcription results from Z-DNA formation in the (CG) 14 sequence rather than from an effect of the sequence composition or from hairpin formation in either the DNA or the RNA product.
INTRODUCTION
DNA can assume a variety of unusual secondary structures in addition to the canonical B-form double helix. Among these structures, the Z-DNA conformation deviates strikingly from B-form DNA. Z-DNA is a left-handed helix, with about 12 bp/turn, in contrast to the B-form right-handed helix characterized by 10.5 bp/helical turn (1, 2) .
The transition from B to Z-DNA generally occurs at sequences with alternating pyrimidines and purines, preferably (CG) n . In addition, several factors are required for Z-DNA to form under physiological ionic conditions, where Z-DNA is less energetically favorable than the canonical B-DNA structure. One of these factors is negative supercoiling, which facilitates formation of DNA structures that are topologically equivalent to B-DNA unwinding, because they partially absorb or 'relax' negative superhelical stress. Because Z-DNA is a left-handed helix, its formation within a DNA region is topologically equivalent to unwinding more than the length of that region. Thus, the B-Z transition is strongly facilitated by negative supercoiling, and at a sufficient degree of negative supercoiling Z-DNA can be formed under physiological ionic conditions (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Moreover, at a sufficiently high negative supercoiling, sequences with strong deviations from the purine-pyrimidine alternation can also form Z-DNA (10) (11) (12) . Typically, a sequence forming Z-DNA is imbedded within DNA sequences which remain in B-form. Because of the very significant structural difference between Z-DNA and B-DNA, there are distortions in DNA base pairing at both junctions between Z-DNA and adjacent B-DNA (13, 14) . These energetically unfavorable distortions, called B-Z junctions, result in a relationship between the supercoiling required for the B-Z transition and the length of the Z-DNA forming region: the shorter the Z-DNA forming region, the larger the relative contribution of the B-Z junctions to the total energy of the B-Z transition, and therefore, a higher degree of negative supercoiling is required to induce the transition (7, 9) .
It has been documented that B-Z transitions can occur in living cells and that they affect mutagenesis, transcription initiation and recombination. It was hypothesized that Z-DNA formation in naturally occurring sequences could play a significant role in many biological processes, including regulation of gene expression. This hypothesis is strongly supported by the discovery of proteins that specifically bind Z-DNA (15) (16) (17) .
One of the important properties of Z-DNA is its ability to interfere with DNA transcription elongation. This interference was shown with in vitro transcription systems both for Escherichia coli (18) and T7 (19) RNA polymerases (RNAP) for the Z-DNA forming sequence (CG) 16 . However, the mode of interference was evidently different for these two enzymes: E. coli RNAP was completely stalled at the B-Z junction proximal to the promoter (18) ,while most of the T7 RNAP passed through the sequence, some of the polymerases terminated transcription at either one of two B-Z junctions (19) . Wheat Germ RNAP II was shown to transcribe through a poly(CG) sequence when it was in the Z-conformation, although somewhat less efficiently than when the same sequence was in the B-conformation (20) . As (CG) n is selfcomplementary, its effect on transcription might also result from hairpin or cruciform structures. In protein-free supercoiled DNA under near-physiological ionic conditions (CG) n sequences shorter than 60-70 bp are predicted to form Z-DNA rather than cruciform structures (21) . However, because a self-complementary sequence could also form a hairpin in the nascent transcript or within the exposed segment of the nontranscribed strand, such structures could potentially be the cause of interference with transcription. This question can be addressed directly by testing self-complementary sequences of the same length and G/C content, but which lack the ability to adopt the Z-DNA structure.
The effect of Z-DNA on transcription elongation is of particular interest from the point of view of the gratuitous transcription-coupled repair (TCR) hypothesis (22) . TCR is a special pathway for repair of lesions located on the transcribed DNA strand of expressed genes (23, 24) . According to the generally accepted model, TCR is initiated by blockage of RNAP at lesions on the template DNA strand (25) . The gratuitous TCR hypothesis suggests that stalling of RNAP by other factors, such as unusual DNA structures, might also lead to 'futile' DNA repair events that could be mutagenic. The dependence of DNA triplex induced mutagenesis on the specific TCR factor, CSB is consistent with this hypothesis (26) . We have shown that an H-DNA triplex forming sequence from the human c-Myc promoter, which is mutagenic in mammalian cells (27) , interferes with T7 RNAP transcription elongation in vitro (28) . Recently it was shown that the sequence (CG) 14 , which potentially could form Z-DNA, is also mutagenic in mammalian cells, and that this effect is increased by transcription through that sequence (29) . Therefore, we have investigated the effect of this sequence upon transcription in a model in vitro system using the T7 RNAP.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents
T7 RNAP, RNasin and BSA were purchased from Promega (Madison, WI, USA). T4 polynucleotide kinase, calf thymus DNA topoisomerase I, yeast tRNA, proteinase K and ethidium bromide were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA).
Transcription substrates
The DNA templates used for transcription were closed circular plasmids. Sequences of interest ( Figure 1) were cloned into the pUCGTG-TS plasmid (30) 252-bp downstream of the T7 promoter. For the plasmids containing a self-cleaving transcript, a ribozyme sequence (31) was cloned downstream of the inserts of interest with the cleavage site localized 564-bp downstream of the T7 promoter. Plasmids were purified using a HiSpeed Midi Plasmid Purification kit from Qiagen Sciences (MD).
Plasmids with varying levels of negative supercoiling were generated by incubation with calf thymus topoisomerase I in the presence of varying amounts of ethidium bromide (EtBr) in reaction mixtures of 0.25 ml containing 5 mg of template DNA, $50 U of topoisomerase, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5 mM DTT, 0.1 mM EDTA and 30 mg/ml BSA for 2 h at 378C. The reaction mixtures were extracted twice with phenol:chloroform and once with chloroform. DNA in the aqueous phase was recovered by ethanol precipitation and analyzed by electrophoresis on 1% agarose gels in TAE buffer, either in the absence of EtBr and stained later, or run at a concentration of 0.015 mg/ml EtBr in both the gel and the running buffer.
BssHII digestion to monitor Z-DNA formation
One hundred nanograms of template DNA were incubated with 9.6 U of BssHII in a volume of 30 ml. BssHII was diluted with 1X NEBuffer3 (New England Biolabs) to 2 U/ml immediately before the reaction. Reactions were incubated at 378C for 15 min and placed on ice until gel electrophoresis. Figure 1 . Sequences used in this study. Only the nontemplate strand is shown (5 0 -3 0 ). The sequence CG 14 is a Z-DNA forming sequence. The palindromic sequence PD was obtained from the sequence CG 14 by three G-C permutations (bold, underlined) symmetrical relative to the center of the sequence (shown by a small arrow). The irregular sequence CON was used previously as a control in studies of Z-DNA induced mutagenesis (29) , and the sequence TRANS was previously shown to have no effect on transcription elongation (unpublished data) and thus was used as a negative control.
T7 RNAP single-round transcription reactions
Total 10-30 ng of DNA template were incubated at 378C for 5 min in a mixture of 20 U of T7 RNAP, 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 6 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mCi [a-
32 P] GTP (specific activity 400 Ci/mM), 10 mM DTT, 16 U of RNasin, 200 mM UTP in a volume of 10 ml. Elongation proceeded until the end of the sequence GGGU immediately downstream from the promoter, at which point the first CTP was required for insertion. Heparin was added at 50 ng/ml to inactivate any unbound T7 RNAP. Resumed elongation by the stalled T7 RNAP complexes was induced by adding ATP, GTP and CTP to final concentrations 170 mM in a final volume of 12 ml. After 30 min, or less as indicated, reactions were stopped by the addition of 94 ml of mixture containing10 mg of proteinase K, 25 mg of tRNA, 1.1% SDS, 106 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 13.2 mM EDTA and 160 mM NaCl and incubated at room temperature for 15 min. The nucleic acids were precipitated with ethanol and dried under vacuum. The samples were resuspended in formamide dye and denatured at 908C for 4 min prior to loading gels for electrophoresis. The transcription products were resolved on 5% denaturing polyacrylamide gels in Tris-borate EDTA containing 8.3 M urea. The gels were dried and exposed either to X-ray film or to a phosphoimager screen.
T7 RNAP multiple-round transcription reactions
Reaction conditions were the same as for the T7 RNAP single-round transcription reactions except that the nonradioactive nucleotide concentrations were 170 mM UTP, 170 mM CTP, 170 mM ATP and 17 mM GTP in a final volume of 1 ml. The initial incubation used for the singleround reaction was not performed, and all reactions were incubated for 30 min at 378C except where shorter incubation periods are noted. Heparin was omitted to permit multiple initiations of transcription.
Estimation of probabilities of blockage
The probability of blockage p was estimated as
where I z and I r are intensities of the truncated transcription product within the Z-DNA forming sequence and the ribozyme cleavage product, respectively; n z and n r are numbers of radioactive nucleotides within corresponding products.
For continuous (multiple-round) transcription we could assume that the transcription products are uniformly labeled, and thus n would be proportional to the length of the corresponding product. Thus the length of the products could be substituted in the above equation instead of n.
For single-round transcription n could be estimated as
where n 0 is the number of radioactive nucleotides in the initially labeled starting sequence (in our case n 0 = 3), L is the length of the product and m is the ratio of concentrations of nonradioactive nucleotide to the radioactive nucleotide in the final elongation reaction (i.e. after addition of heparin and extra nonradioactive nucleotides). We estimated m as $100.
RESULTS
Partial transcription blockage within the Z-DNA forming sequence
Some truncated transcription products were observed during in vitro transcription of the supercoiled plasmid pCG14, which contains the Z-DNA forming insert (CG) 14 ( Figure 2A , lane 1), in addition to the major transcription product (MP), indicating partial transcription blockage. For the control plasmids pCON and pTRANS, which have the same flanking regions as pCG14, but lack the Z-DNA forming insert (Figure 1 ), no truncation product was detected ( Figure 2A , lanes 2 and 3, respectively), showing that the effect is sequence specific. By comparison with the denatured DNA size standards, we estimate that this blockage occurs roughly in the middle of the Z-DNA forming sequence ( Figure 2B ).
The intensity of the transcription blockage increases with negative supercoiling Z-DNA is stabilized by negative supercoiling; if the transcription blockage were due to Z-DNA formation, its intensity should increase with increased negative supercoiling. To test this, we prepared samples of the pCG14 plasmid with increasing superhelical densities ( Figure 3 ) and transcription from these samples was analyzed ( Figure 4A and B) . The results show that the intensity of blockage increases with increased negative supercoiling, supporting the hypothesis of Z-DNA involvement in the transcription blockage.
To demonstrate that Z-DNA really forms within the range of supercoiling at which we observe partial transcription blockage, we treated samples of the pCG14 plasmid at various superhelical densities with the restriction enzyme BssHII, which cleaves the sequence GCGCGC when it is in the B-conformation, but not when in the Z-conformation (32) . Figure 4C shows that the relaxed DNA (lane 1) is completely converted to the linear form (L) due to BssHII cleavage, while for the supercoiled samples (lanes 2-5) a significant amount (more than 50%) of the plasmid remains in the circular closed supercoiled (SC) state, indicating inhibition of BssHII cleavage and thus Z-DNA formation within the same diapason of supercoiling for which transcription blockage occurs. Note that this analysis gives an underestimate of the portion of Z-DNA in the sample, because even under the conditions for which the B-Z equilibrium within the (CG) 14 sequence is strongly shifted toward Z-DNA formation, the sequence spends a nonnegligible amount of time in the B-form where it could be cleaved by the enzyme.
Using a ribozyme sequence to estimate the amount of blockage Since Z-DNA formation requires negative supercoiling, our transcription assay had to be performed on a circular DNA substrate. The major transcription product (MP) for Characterization of pCG14 plasmids with various levels of negative supercoiling. Lane N corresponds to plasmid with native supercoiling. Lanes 1-6 show plasmid samples treated with calf thymus Topo I in the presence of increasing amounts of EtBr and consequently having increased negative supercoiling. The concentrations of EtBr during incubation were 0 mg/ml, 1.25 mg/ml, 2.5 mg/ml, 5 mg/ml, 7.5 mg/ ml and 10 mg/ml for lanes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. To resolve the samples at lower superhelical densities, gel electrophoresis was performed in the absence of EtBr (upper panel). To resolve the samples at higher superhelical densities, gel electrophoresis was performed in the presence of 0.015 mg/ml EtBr (lower panel). OC (open circles) designates nicked plasmids which migrate close to relaxed circular closed plasmid, and hSC designates highly supercoiled plasmids. In the absence of EtBr (upper panel), the higher the negative superhelical density of the plasmid, the faster it migrates in the gel. The minimum mobility corresponds to relaxed plasmid (lane 1). Starting from some superhelical density, the mobility reaches saturation, and the plasmid samples are not resolved (lanes N, 4, 5 and 6). Binding of EtBr to the circular closed plasmid introduces positive supercoiling into the plasmid, the magnitude of which depends on EtBr concentration. In the presence of EtBr (lower panel), plasmid in lane 3 has the lowest mobility, close to the mobility of open circles (OC), which means that the negative supercoiling in this plasmid is almost exactly compensated by positive supercoiling introduced by EtBr. Plasmids with less negative supercoiling than those in lane 3 (lanes 1 and 2) in the presence of EtBr become positively supercoiled, and plasmids with higher negative supercoiling than for lane 3 (lanes N, 4, 5 and 6) in the presence of EtBr remain negatively supercoiled, but with somewhat lower superhelical density, which allows better resolution. It can be seen that the native superhelical density (lane N) is close to the superhelical density of the plasmid in lane 3. these substrates could be used as a normalization factor to compare the relative probabilities of transcription blockage under various conditions, but it could not be used to estimate absolute probabilities of the blockage (i.e. the molar percentage of the truncated product; see the last subsection of Materials and Methods section), because its length is unknown, and in our experiments the radioactive signal in the transcription product is proportional to the length of the product RNA.
To overcome this problem, we cloned a self-cleaving ribozyme sequence (31,33) about 300-bp downstream from the Z-DNA forming sequence. This sequence cleaves itself with 80-90% efficiency (28, 31, 33) , providing a welldefined band of known length ( Figure 5 ). Using this approach, we estimated that the probability of blockage at Z-DNA in natively supercoiled substrates was $4%. The probabilities were similar for single-round and multipleround transcription reactions, suggesting that interactions between multiple RNAPs do not play a major role in the observed effects. Note that the small apparent probability of the blockage is not due to the presence of Z-DNA in only a small fraction of the plasmid sample, because the analysis in Figure 4C shows that at negative supercoiling levels close to native, more than 50% of the plasmids contain Z-DNA. Thus, in most of the transcription events, T7 RNAP passes the sequence in Z-conformation without formation of the truncated products (see Discussion section).
A self-complementary (palindromic) sequence of the same length and base composition as (CG) 14 , but with disrupted purine-pyrimidine alternation, does not produce pronounced transcription blockage Because CG-repeats are self-complementary, in addition to Z-DNA they could form cruciform structures in supercoiled DNA and hairpins both in DNA and in nascent RNA. To address the question of whether these other structures contribute to the effect on transcription, we designed a palindromic sequence PG (Figure 1 ). This sequence was obtained from (CG) 14 by three C-G permutations that are symmetrical relative to the center of the sequence. These permutations preserve the selfcomplementarity required for cruciform and hairpin formations, but disrupt purine-pyrimidine alternation required for Z-DNA formation. We observed ( Figure 6 , lane 2) that this sequence does not have a pronounced effect on transcription, supporting the hypothesis that Z-DNA, rather than hairpin or cruciform structures are responsible for the observed effects.
DISCUSSION
In the present work we observed partial transcription blockage induced by the (CG) 14 sequence with T7 RNA polymerase. This blockage increased with increasing negative supercoiling in the template DNA. The dependence of the observed effect upon negative supercoiling implicates an unusual DNA structure, rather than some pausing signal, because sequence-specific pausing or termination signals do not require negative supercoiling, while non B-form DNA structures, like Z-DNA or cruciforms, are strongly dependent upon negative supercoiling. The blockage was not pronounced when the purine-pyrimidine alternation in this sequence, which is required for Z-DNA formation, was disrupted without changing self-complementarity, length or base composition (see Figure 1 , the sequence PD), i.e. the factors which define the ability to form cruciforms. This suggests that the Z-DNA, rather than the cruciform is responsible for the observed effect. In addition, this control sequence can form an RNA hairpin of the same length and base composition as (CG) 14 . Thus, if the pausing or termination were due to the hairpin formation in the transcript, as is the case for many pausing and termination signals (34) , it should be similar for (CG) 14 and PD. Moreover, the PD sequence also has an undisrupted (CG) 6 sequence in the middle (Figure 1 ). Hairpin-independent transcription termination signals are usually shorter than 10 bp [for example, see (35)]. Thus, if the (CG) motif is some unknown hairpin-independent pausing or transcriptional termination signal, then again the (CG) 14 and PD would be expected to have similar effects on transcription. In contrast, the probability of Z-DNA formation is strongly related to the length of the undisrupted (CG)-motif (7, 9) , and consequently Z-DNA formation is much more favored in the sequence (CG) 14 than in the sequence PD containing only (CG) 6 . Thus, the effect on transcription of the (CG) 14 sequence, and the absence of a pronounced effect of the PD sequence, together with the dependence upon negative supercoiling strongly implicates the Z-DNA formation in the observed effect.
What is the mechanism of partial transcription blockage by Z-DNA?
Consider RNAP moving toward a DNA sequence in the Z-conformation ( Figure 7 , from top to bottom). When RNAP reaches a DNA sequence in the Z-conformation, it partially 'displaces' the Z-DNA from part of the sequence (shown by a double-headed arrow), while the region of the same length that was unwound within the transcription complex is 'restored' to normal B-structure behind the RNAP. At sufficiently high negative superhelical stress, Z-DNA is more energetically favorable than B-DNA. Thus, the process of moving RNAP into the sequence in the Z-conformation is energetically unfavorable. This could increase the probability of transcription pausing or terminating upon RNAP movement into this sequence. The higher the negative supercoiling, the more energetically favorable would be Z-DNA in comparison with B-DNA, and, consequently, the larger the energetic barrier for RNAP movement into the sequence in Z-conformation. However, even at relatively high negative supercoiling, which is sufficient to convert the (CG) 14 insert into a Z-conformation with more than 50% probability (see Figure 4 C), the absolute value of the probability of blockage is still low (around 4%; see Figure 5 ), thus most of the RNAPs pass through Z-DNA forming sequences. The position of the blockage site inside the Z-DNA sequence is consistent with this model, although the model does not predict the exact position of the predominant blockage. We did not observe two pronounced blockage bands at B-Z junctions, as previously reported for a slightly longer sequence (CG) 16 (19) . Using multiple rounds of transcription as well as decreasing the time of transcription from 30 to 1 min (data not shown) had no effect on the position of the blockage and did not result in the production of additional truncation products. The position of the blockage site(s) might depend on the length of the Z-DNA forming insert and on the flanking sequences; further experiments will be required to investigate these issues. It is likely that in addition to the simple energetic factor considered above, other factors based on the structural difference between Z-DNA and B-DNA could be involved in the effect of Z-DNA on transcription (19) . Another interesting possibility is the contribution from the short hairpin formed in the transcript from the first half of the CG-sequence. Our experiment with the control sequence PD (Figure 6 ) showed that the hairpin by itself does not cause a stop. However, it could contribute to the blockage, making the mechanism similar to the usual hairpin-dependent termination signal, where instead of the formation of an energetically unfavorable rU/dA duplex downstream from the hairpin-forming sequence there is an energetically unfavorable 'invasion' into the rest of the Z-DNA. Other structures which could affect the transcription are R-loops. The R-loops which are formed by G-rich transcripts are unusually stable (36, 37) , and could strongly interfere with transcription elongation (38) . According to recent data, stable R-loop formation depends upon the presence of G-stretches rather than GC-content (37); thus, if R-loop formation were solely responsible for the observed effect, then it would be stronger in the control sequence PD which has one G 7 stretch. However, it cannot be excluded that the R-loop formation in part of the Z-DNA forming sequence might contribute to the effect.
Recently in was shown that the (CG) 14 sequence studied here can induce double-strand breaks (resulting in large deletions) in mammalian cells, and the effect is increased by transcription through this sequence, while the control sequence (CON, Figure 1 ) with a random nucleotide composition did not show this effect (29) . In our experiments, the (CG) 14 sequence, but not the control sequence CON, partially inhibited T7 transcription. As already mentioned, a self-complementary sequence with the same length and base composition as (CG) 14 , but with base permutations which disrupt the CG alternation required for Z-DNA formation did not have a pronounced effect on transcription. It would be interesting to investigate the effect of similar permutations in Z-DNA forming sequences on genomic instability.
